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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to address the sustainability importance at Nespresso coffee company. The study focuses specifically on the Nespresso’s AAA Sustainable Quality Program. Each ‘A’ in this program represents: quality, sustainability and productivity. The paper discusses the positive consequences of applying this sustainability program on the environment, society and the economy as a whole. Furthermore, the concept of green marketing and the concept of personal experience were reflected on the AAA program. The reasons behind self-preference for the brand are shared throughout this paper. The paper presents the advantages that we would get for future generations if Nespresso continues to deal with their supplier from this program.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the term sustainability is becoming a sophisticated technique of promotion; this promotional method is called “green marketing” as an advertising tool. Green marketing includes adjustments to products, improvements on manufacturing the product, alteration on
packaging and changes in the way of promotion [1]. Green marketing could be applied as a way of sustainability. Nespresso has adapted it since 2003 through its AAA Sustainable Quality program. Nespresso was chosen in this paper due to its persisting commitment to sustainability through its AAA program; and a self-belief that they have the most luxurious and simple coffee experience. We will get a deeper overview on this program throughout this paper by introducing Nespresso and its AAA program and defining the term sustainability.

Nespresso was established in 1986 in Switzerland, and they are well known for their "gourmet coffee" [2]. Nespresso started a program in 2003 called "The Nespresso AAA Sustainable Quality Program" in cooperation with its supplier Rainforest Alliance [3]. To illustrate, ‘AAA’ program was retrieved from AA Kenyan coffee quality; however “Nespresso added” one more A to add a reflection of the environment, society and economy; moreover, every A represents the three cornerstones of the program method: quality, sustainability and productivity [3].

Sustainability "is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" [4]. Nevertheless, to gain a positive sustainability, it is critical to consider the “consumer demand” [5]; the more the consumption is, the more sustainable programs needed. Thus, it is considered that there are three vital components for any sustainable program: environmental, economic and social sustainability [6].

2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND COMPANY BACKGROUND

Previous studies illustrated on the serious impact on the wastage made by some companies. In Germany, Nespresso was responsible for a huge weight of garbage that contains aluminum and plastic; surprisingly, four thousand tons of garbage was wasted by Nespresso [7]. A huge amount of wastage would affect the environment in the future if this wastage persisted on the same level. It was claimed that this issue might be due to the complete reliability "on industry and government" and the lack of commitment to develop the environment [8]. Past research studies are questioning the serious issues on this planet and what the possible solutions are. Past studies have been investigating that one of raising awareness on sustainability in terms of the environment, social and economy is consumption. It is important to address that the increase of consumption will accordingly require sustainability programs. The consumption perspective to sustainability sheds light on the triangle of society, economy and environment [6].

First, overconsumption is becoming a substantial cause of damaging the environment [6]. On the other hand, some theories have been claiming that fortunately some consumers are becoming more aware of environmentally friendly lifestyle and thus of buying eco-friendly products. Some consumers have high consciousness when deciding to purchase "regarding social and ecological products" [9].

Earlier research studies have been illustrating the wide variety types of coffee and origin of this coffee [2]. This variety of products has added a differentiation in Nespresso’s product lines, which led to customer’s attraction around the world. In other words, the company is aiming to add a unique customer journey; as Nespresso’s vision “is to be recognized as the ultimate coffee experience worldwide” [10]. Nespresso delivers “high-quality and luxury lifestyle products” that is eco-friendly [9], and this is an outstanding aspect. In addition, Nespresso has focused on sustainability and it is important to note that it launched AAA quality program in 2003 due to change on its business path and sustainability perspective.

Some theories have stated that some firms such as Starbucks and Nespresso were one of the top companies that applied sustainability programs on its coffee brewing production. In this paper, Nespresso’s sustainability program is the one that will be highlighted. Previous research studies claimed that The AAA program focuses on "sustainable positioning that meets long-term trends in the market" [11]. Its objective is “to create shared value and positive impact for farmers, consumers and society at large, while caring for the environment” [2]. In addition, the purpose of this program is also to focus on quality, sustainability and productivity [12]. Before launching the program in 2003, Nespresso was concerned about sustainability in its coffee production. In 1998, Nespresso was the only coffee company that was focusing on the supply chain aspects socially or environmentally [13].
It is clearly seen that sustainability and Nespresso are two sides of the same coin. In this paper, we added a third side to that coin and that is ‘green marketing’. Broadly, if each company adapted ‘green marketing’ on its business, it would add a distinction. In other words, the following terms are considered green marketing: “vegan meal” to show that we care about animals, “recyclable plastic bags” to show that we reuse and remanufacture products and care for the environment, “sulfate free shampoos” to show that our product does not contain harmful ingredients. In Nespresso’s case, adding the term ‘recyclable’ on each coffee capsule would be beneficial to remind conscious customers about recycling.

2.1 Environmental Sustainability at Nespresso

First, the AAA program is aiming at “protecting the natural environment” [2] by planting trees. It was reported that in Ethiopia and Guatemala, around “200,000 trees have been planted” in 2015 [14]. Accordingly, the environmental influence of this program reported 52% better environmental conditions to the earth [15]. For example, Nespresso was able to provide 280,000 hectares of sustainably grown coffee [15]. Second, Nespresso allows customers to recycle used capsules that are made of Aluminum in all their stores across 36 countries that include 100,000 “collection points” [16]. They try to make recycling simpler by having more Nespresso boutiques that are close to customers’ resident and by providing “a doorstep collection system for the used capsules" [16].

2.2 Economic Sustainability at Nespresso

In the economic sustainability we must first be aware of the environmental sustainability of the product. In other words, environmental sustainability is a major keystone in a successful economic system [17]. Additionally, applying sustainable economy will add a positive impact on current consumption levels, and there is no necessity to negotiate future needs [17]. Since 2003, Nespresso deals with 60,000 farmers in different countries to be supplied with the coffee [18]. Consequently, this program protects farmers’ continuing progress as well as setting fair prices for their coffee [19]. Since Nespresso has continued with its program through farmers and suppliers, it reported 41% better economic conditions [3].

2.3 Social Sustainability at Nespresso

The AAA program leads to improve the lives of coffee farmers and their families [12]. Farmers are benefiting from that program in different angels such as technical, trainings, price and infrastructures [14]. Such a program is a comfortable approach for gaining farmers satisfaction; according to one farmer in the AAA program called Delio Gonzalez, this program makes our life easier when we reach pension age that we can calmly “enjoy” our time afterward [14]. As a result, Nespresso documented this positive effect in their report of a 22.6% better social condition, 82.5% farmer satisfaction, 90% farmer loyalty [3].

2.4 Self-preference toward Nespresso

There are effective results when addressing personal experiences not only for the present but to forecast future movements [20]. Thus, my personal preference on choosing Nespresso over other coffee companies is simply because it is delicious, affordable, easy, and luxuries. Since I am one of their loyal customers, I feel that their coffee brand is appealing and worth paying for due to the story behind obtaining the best coffee beans as mentioned in their coffee extraction strategy above. Actually, by purchasing Nespresso’s coffee, I feel that I am assisting the company by providing a better social life for farmers and their families through improving their economic conditions.

The existence of the ‘AAA program’ is one of the major reasons for me to choose Nespresso over their competitors because it begins with the satisfaction of the farmers passing through the stage of extracting the coffee beans ending with the customers’ satisfaction. Indeed, I appreciate how the AAA Sustainable Quality Program is concerned about the small details of the extractors’ life conditions. This process is achievable for Nespresso without the need to sacrifice its profit, time and effort, yet the brand is still maintaining its reputation. In other words, even though not taking this program into consideration will not harm Nespresso’s profit, yet they are still committed.

My role as a customer is first to be aware of what benefits sustainability (i.e. recycling) will provide, and more importantly, the commitment to recycle because awareness itself is not enough. In fact,
since there are about 450 stores scattered in more than 55 locations to recycle used capsules [2], the commitment to recycle will be therefore easier and more accessible. In addition, if every Nespresso customer is aware and committed to cooperate with the AAA Sustainable Quality program by recycling the aluminized capsules, it would help avoid depletion of natural resources (i.e. aluminum and plastic). If Nespresso continued with this path, it would present farmers with better financial opportunities. As a result, the farmers are inclined to acquire a healthier lifestyle in terms of the ability to pay for healthy food, clean water, and safe houses as well as the ability to provide education for their children; thus, farmers’ social satisfaction will increase. This leads to a better economic life to farmers’ homeland. To illustrate, the prediction of the business in the agriculture industry will be competitive, and might encourage businessmen to invest in farmers’ countries.

2.5 Self-consumption Sustainability at Nespresso

My consumption is sustainable in my perspective for many reasons. First, using Nespresso machines and capsules is safe over time; for example, room temperature water is installed in the back of the machine and when making the coffee, there is no risk of spilling hot water on the customer or on children around the machine. Second, in order to make the world a better place for our generation, continuing to recycling used capsules made of aluminum will lead to less wastage and less pollution. In other words, in order to gain a successful sustainability program, members should continue to recycle [21]. In other words, less vulnerability to burn those used capsules, and hence, more sustainability. If customers contributed in the recycling process, the lack of aluminum will be avoidable assumingly. Third, the quality of coffee beans I consume (i.e. Indriya) is reflected on the taste; this assures me the sincerity of the farmers involved in the AAA program.

3. CONCLUSION

The decision that most companies are adapting sustainability in its business can be viewed in terms of the three pillars: environment, society and economy. The paper focused on these pillars at Nespresso through the "AAA Sustainable Quality program". It was mentioned that ‘green marketing’ might be applied through sustainable programs to add a glimpse of updated techniques of marketing and promotion. Finally, a personal experience was added through the consumption of Nespresso products.

4. LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This paper includes a few limitations that future research studies could take into consideration for further investigations. The first limitation of this paper is that it has focused mainly on sustainability at Nespresso only without noticing that there are other coffee companies to consider. For example, future studies might dive deeper into sustainability in coffee production for Dunkin Donutes, McCafe globally or Java Time or D.Cafe locally in Saudi Arabia. The second limitation is this paper did not cover sustainability in sectors other than coffee firms. Furthermore, every company has the role to be or not to be sustainable because being sustainable is not restricted on one industry. Thus, future studies could shed the light on other industries such as clothes retailers, leather production, cosmetics or any other sectors that has a great impact on the environment, the society or the economy. The third limitation is that this paper focused on the advantageous ‘AAA Sustainable Quality program’ in Nespresso while there is an opportunity to compare this program with other sustainability programs. Moreover, future studies could compare the Nespresso ‘AAA’ program with other programs in order to show that choosing Nespresso in this paper is suitable. Three limitations were addressed above for future research studies to add a brighter view of sustainability around the world and in different industries.
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